
Technology and Humanity 
- the next 10 years 



The future will be awesome …



     … provided that we can keep our priorities straight



     … provided that we can keep our priorities straight



                     The rapidly increasing human-machine symbiosis is our #1 challenge|opportunity 



        Our world will change more in the next 20 years than the previous 300 years 

With increased power comes increased responsibility: how far should we take this? 



Becoming super-human will very likely mean to become… a machine



Humanly sustainable?
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Technology is not what we seek, but how we seekTechnology is not what we seek, but how we seek

Via Martin Seligman Positive Psychology  / PERMA



Machines  
don’t do 

relationships!







"Ethics is knowing the difference between what you have a right  
(or the power) to do and what is the right thing to do”                                                        

adapted from Potter Stewart
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         Data is the new Oil. AI is the new electricity. The IoT is the new nervous system.

A €62 Trillion temptation: building an algorithmic society 



Doable… profitable…but…desirable?



Source: Mary Meeker KPCB 
2018 Internet Stats





    The more connected we become, the more we must strengthen our ethics, social contracts, regulations…



“Take X and add AI” 



Technology is exponential but humans are not

1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128



Welcome to hellven!





Defining a sustainable balance between technology and humanity is the key to our future
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Technology is a great servant but a terrible master 



         Intelligent machines will change our world more than any other invention in human history 



It’s no longer (just) about knowledge - it’s about understanding, imagination, wisdom



But: Human intelligence and machine ‘smartness’ are 2 entirely different things



         The end of routine is coming: the imminent redefinition of work, education and economic logic 



 But the end of routine will not make us useless!



…because anything that cannot be digitized or automated will become even more valuable   



Refuse machine 
thinking!



The future: awesome humans on-top of magic technology 



Embrace technology but don’t become it!



Thanks for 
your time!


